World

Soviet Union offers, then rejects — The Soviet government yesterday rejected Washington’s acceptance of its Friday offer to participate in talks aimed at limiting space weaponry. The rejection was based on the White House’s failure to link these discussions with a resumption of nuclear arms negotiations from which the Soviets walked out last November in Geneva. Western diplomats remain hopeful the arms limitation talks can proceed after more negotiations between the two superpowers.

Iraq claims more naval hits — Iraq claimed Sunday to have bombed and sunk five ships in the Persian Gulf, as well as downing one Iranian F-14 jet. Iraq and Iran have also renewed ground fighting in their four-year-old war, which has so far claimed an estimated half-million lives.

Lichtenstein grants vote to women — In a referendum Sunday, the men of Lichtenstein voted 51.3 percent to 48.7 percent in favor of women’s suffrage. The European constitutional monarchy is roughly the size of Washington, D.C. and has a population of 26,000.

Nation

NOW alerts Mondale — National Organization for Women president Judy Goldsmith warned Sunday that there could be a floor fight at the upcoming Democratic convention if likely presidential nominee Walter F. Mondale chooses a male running mate. She also said that NOW expects Mondale to pledge to appoint a Cabinet at least half female, as well as to appoint a certain number of women to the Supreme Court. About 400 NOW members will be delegates or alternates at the San Francisco convention, which opens July 16.

Local

Harvard drops Fogg bridge plan — Facing opposition from members of the Mid-Cambridge Neighborhood Association, Harvard has abandoned plans to construct an enclosed overhead bridge connecting the Fogg Museum and its recently constructed addition, the Arthur M. Sackler Museum. The proposed design, which would have crossed Broadway, featured a large round window in its center described by City Councillor David B. Sullivan as “a Cyclops staring at the neighborhood.”

Andy’s Chili marks five years at MIT — Tomorrow will mark the 56th anniversary of the arrival of Andy and his chili cart at MIT. Andy was expelled from the Charles River Esplanade during Independence Day festivities in 1979, after which he crossed the Charles in search of a place to rest his weary dogs.

Weather

Hot, more chances for showers — Today and tonight will be clear to partly cloudy, warm and humid, with highs 86-90, and lows in the high 60s. Tomorrow will be sunny and hot with highs 88-92. There is a slight chance of thunderstorms both tonight and tomorrow evening.
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Play the Survival Game, a very adult sport in which viewers engage in “combat” using air-plants that shoot pea-sized pellets. Interested students are urged to register today for the eight-week course. Call John 236-8605 for further information.

Is it true you can buy Jeeps for $44  
236-8605 for information.
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